
COVID: Falling gas and electricity demand; Risk 
to investment in low-carbon electricity? 

Covid – UK electricity consumption fall of 19% 
after lockdown… UoB part of this.

Broadly

• Gas: gas as delivered gets cheaper, gas for 
elec generation gets cheaper

• Electricity: Spot prices have been negative; 
balancing, reconciliation, payment of levies 
divided by quantity sold, thus more expensive 
per unit?

• Increase long term prices for consumers? 
Increased differential btw gas & elec?

• Disincentive to invest in Low-C generation, 
and a reason to remain with gas for heat?

John Brenton – Sustainability Manager

Elec & Gas Price make-up



Dilemma for a zero carbon UK
• Some studies suggest only 600-700 TWh of zero carbon energy will be 

available by 2050 in the UK – need to almost entirely electrify, but 
only use 60% of current energy services (UKFIRES, ZCB/CAT) –
conservation and efficiency are urgent, but we need to grow – and 
pay for low carbon supply.

• BUT, Covid has shrunk the electricity market (it was shrinking anyway) 
and this may be persistent. 

• Absent other policy drivers, we need to grow the market for 
electricity quickly to incentivise zero carbon generation in the face of 
potentially long-term-cheaper gas.

• What can we do now to encourage the use of electricity for heat in 
the next three years?



The elements that configure (or ‘hold in place’) social practices:

MATERIAL: Objects, tools, infrastructures

SOCIAL: Knowledge, skills, rules and know how

CULTURAL: Meanings, conventions, expectations 

and understandings 

• Covid has disrupted ‘normality’

• Normality is the routine practices that underpin everyday life.

• Routine practices challenge conventional understandings of demand –

‘we rarely ‘think’ or ‘choose’ routines but ‘fall into them’

• Routine practices underpin resource-intensive forms of consumption

• But how do routine practices become normal?
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How might Covid reconfigure practices: 
the example of homeworking?

• Opportunity to re-imagine the everyday lives, routines and normalities upon 
which energy demand depends. 

• That re-imagining would need to address the material, cultural and social
elements that configure practices.

• Take homeworking as an example:

➢Material: home office infrastructure, consumables, heating, local interaction spaces

➢Cultural: convenience but isolation, mental health, loss of work-place culture

➢Social: skills for competent job performance, inequalities, new forms of time discipline

• Need evidence: is homeworking less resource-intensive?

• Current arrangement of material, cultural and social elements will ‘pull back’ 
to the old normal if not actively re-configured! 



Ed Atkins, School of  Geographical Sciences

GB electricity generation mix, 30 March to 5 April
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https://www.frontier-economics.com/uk/en/news-and-articles/articles/article-i7214-how-is-covid-19-impacting-the-uk-electricity-system/
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Current national ‘green recovery’ policies
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https://www.carbonbrief.org/coronavirus-tracking-how-the-worlds-green-recovery-plans-aim-to-cut-emissions






• 1 hr videoconference about the same emissions as 400m drive in an efficient 
car – roughly 40g CO2e

• Also, it is capacity not use which primarily determines power draw and 
emissions. (eg your home WiFi)

• But many people using dig tech around the world – so it all mounts up.

• That means eco-design is needed.

• Bigger picture: Systemic impact of home working: people live further from 
their jobs, and so commute less but further.

• So policy frameworks needed: COVID shows that digital tech allows us to live 
and work more comfortably under constraints.
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